ALTERNATIVE ENERGY PRODUCTS

PLP’s solar power products and systems supply sustainable energy solutions for the benefit of the planet and our children’s future. The company provides energy efficiency solutions and consultation, to maximize the renewable energy plant.

From supplying the base products for solar applications or complete kit systems to design and integration from start to finish in turnkey solutions, PLP is a key component in sustaining your energy future.

PLP can deliver these systems today, making them financially viable and environmentally friendly. Through our professional approach and consultation, we can provide (start-to-finish) solutions using the highest quality components, making the choice for Solar Energy a key investment.

› SOLAR PV ENERGY SYSTEM
  Grid Connect Packages & Custom Systems
  Remote (off grid) Standalone Power Systems
  Commercial Solar Power Plants
  Solar Mounting Systems

› SOLAR THERMAL
  Solar Hot Water Heating
  Solar Thermal Air Heating

› ENERGY EFFICIENCY SOLUTIONS
  Energy Auditing Services
  Power System Efficiency Upgrades
  Consultation on Energy Reduction